a penguin
standing next
to a fireplace…

But is tHis tHe
riGHt PLace for it?
Let's put everything in its right place:
with our city's New Waste Sorting system
we can turn waste into a great resource

A2A, shaping the future

Brescia's New Combined Door-to-door
Waste Collection System
presents two new features:

1
Access-protected bins for organic waste
and unsorted waste,
to be operated by means of a personal smart card

How Does tHe new
system work?
2
Door-to-door collection for paper,
plastic, glass and metal
2

PERSONAL SMART CARD
The function of the smart card is to open the access-protected waste containers.
The smart card is for personal use only; it is supplied to all adult residents
and is identified by a personal code.
The personal code is associated with the user code identifying
the card holder's family.
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Organic waste and unsorted waste
may be dropped off at any time in
the new access-protected containers
standing in the street.
It is very important for organic
waste to be placed in biodegradable
compostable bags of the same size
and type as those supplied with the

start-up kit.
Unsorted waste may be placed in any
type of bag (for example ordinary
plastic shoppers).
Always remember to carry your
smart card with you, so that you
may open the bin to drop off your
bags of waste.

THE NEW ACCESSPROTECTED DROP-OFF
WASTE CONTAINERS

UNSORTED
WASTE
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ORGANIC
WASTE

Paper, glass, metal and plastic will be
collected on a door-to-door basis once a
week.
The household bins used for door-to-door
collection must be placed on the curbside
on the day and in the hours indicated
on the calendar supplied together with
the waste collection kit.

Check the waste collection day on the
flier displayed in your condominium
building.
If, on the other hand, condo bins are
in use, dispose of your waste in these
bins whenever convenient, so long as
they are put out on the collection day
specified.

HOUSEHOLD BINS FOR
DOOR-TO-DOOR COLLECTION

PAPER
waste will be
collected between
23 and 6 h

GLASS
METAL
waste will be
collected between
21 and 1 h

PLASTIC
waste will be
collected between
23 and 6 h
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How Does tHe
access-ProtecteD waste
container work?

1	
Waste compartment: sized to contain
a maximum volume of 20 litres, it can
only be opened by placing the smart
card alongside the lid
2	
Display: through a series of icons,
it explains how to drop off your
waste and report any access or card
malfunctions
3 Electronic locking device
4	
Closing lever: closes the waste
compartment.

2

1

4
3

How to use it
press the
button

A
B

insert the bag
containing waste,
taking care
to leave nothing
sticking out of
the compartment
(this would cause
blockages)

C

place your card
up against the card
reader on the lid,
which will then
open automatically

close the
lid using
the lever

D
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organic waste
ORGANIC WASTE MUST BE DROPPED OFF
IN THE BROWN ACCESS-PROTECTED
CONTAINER

Organic food waste must be placed in the brown
access-protected street containers, inside
compostable biodegradable bags whose size will not
obstruct the waste compartment, similar to those
supplied with the start-up kit.

WHAT TO DISPOSE OF

raw or cooked leftover food, fruit and vegetable
skins and waste, fish and meat waste including
bones, pasta and flour-based products, bread,
rice, fruit stones and pips, shells (of eggs, walnuts,
hazelnuts), camomile and tea bags, coffee dregs,
corks, used paper napkins and tissues dirtied with
food residue, greasy pizza cartons.

WHAT NOT TO DISPOSE OF

lawn and hedge cuttings, garden waste
(grass, leaves), animal faeces, food
packaging paper (greaseproof,
plastic-coated or aluminium),
cigarette butts, liquids, oils,
chemical products, nappies
and sanitary towels, rags,
wood, ashes (from fireplaces
or barbecues), animal litter.
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To report any
malfunctions,
please call

Toll-free number

800 766625

It is forbidden to
tip rubbish outside
the bins, even
if contained in
perfectly sealed
bags.

unsorted waste
REMEMBER:
the waste compartment
has a volume of around 20 litres,
which is equivalent to the size of
a shopping bag.
To limit the amount of waste you dispose
of, remember to reduce its volume.

UNSORTED WASTE MUST BE DROPPED OFF
IN THE GREY ACCESS-PROTECTED CONTAINER
All non-recyclable waste must be dropped off in the grey
access-protected street containers, placed in sacks whose
size will not obstruct the waste compartment.

WHAT TO DISPOSE OF

It is forbidden to
tip rubbish outside
the bins, even
if contained in
perfectly sealed
bags.

greaseproof paper or sandpaper, broken plates and ceramic ware in general (in small quantities), non-electronic
plastic toys without batteries, CDs, DVDs, music cassettes
and video cassettes, vacuum cleaner filters and disposable bags, babies' nappies, sanitary towels, animal faeces,
sticking plasters, disposable razors, cigarette butts.

WHAT NOT TO DISPOSE OF

batteries, oils, drugs, dangerous substances and
their containers (glue, paint, solvents, insecticides),
low consumption and neon light bulbs, all types of
recyclable waste.
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PAPER

PAPER GOES INTO THE BLUE BIN

Paper and cardboard must be placed in the blue
household bins or in the blue condo bins supplied
with the start-up kit.
No other container of the user's choice may be used
for this purpose.

WHAT TO DISPOSE OF

newspapers, exercise books and magazines (without
any adhesive, metal or plastic parts), Tetra Pak
packaging (of the type used for milk, fruit juice and
other beverages), paper bags, cardboard tubs and trays
for food, cardboard packaging for toys and clothing,
pizza cartons without any residual food attached.

WHAT NOT TO DISPOSE OF

dirty paper with food residue, fax paper or noncarbon copy paper, receipts, greaseproof paper,
plastic-coated cards, cellophane wrappings, pizza
cartons with residual food attached, plastic bags.
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Check the calendar
supplied with your bin
kit to know the collection
day in your area

GLASS AND METAL
GLASS AND METAL GO
INTO THE GREEN BIN

Glass and metal must be placed in the green
household bins or in the green condo bins
supplied with the start-up kit.
No other container of the user's choice may
be used for this purpose.

WHAT TO DISPOSE OF

bottles, glasses, jars, glass vases and
carafes, aluminium foil food containers for
storage and freezing, tins and tubes for
food, cans used for beverages and liquids,
aluminium foil, jars, metal coat hangers,
metal bottle caps, aerosol spray without the
hazard* label, coffee pots.

Check the calendar
supplied with your bin
kit to know the collection
day in your area

WHAT NOT TO DISPOSE OF

ceramic plates and cups, incandescent and
low consumption light bulbs, neon tubes,
mirrors, ceramic glass containers (such as
Pyrex) or ceramic ware, crystal glasses and
objects, plastic bags, window pane glass, car
window glass, the glass of car headlights,
glass packaging used to contain medicines,
television tubes, TV screens, monitors,
stones, building materials, aerosol spray
cans labelled with the hazard* symbol.

REMEMBER:

to empty, rinse and/or clean
the containers
* dangerous, toxic, inflammable or corrosive
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PLASTIC
PLASTIC GOES INTO THE YELLOW SACK

Plastic packaging materials must be placed in the
yellow sacks provided with the start-up kit. No other
container of the user's choice may be used for this
purpose.

WHAT TO DISPOSE OF

bottles used for mineral water, milk, beverages and
oil, bottles and dispensers for detergents, soap and
cosmetics, sauce, cream, yoghurt and ice-cream tubs,
food trays (in PET, polystyrene and polypropylene),
blister packs and other pre-shaped packaging, bags
and packs for pasta, potato crisps, sweets, vegetables
and frozen foods (including those with an inner silver
lining), fruit and vegetable nets, transparent film, retail
bags and carriers, garden product sacks, containers
for animal detergents and foodstuffs; small pots used
for the sale and transportation of flowers and plants,
materials for protecting and carrying merchandise
(film, bubble wrap, polystyrene chips), disposable
plates and glasses (with no residual food), all-plastic
coat hangers, plastic fruit and vegetable crates.

Check the calendar
supplied with your bin kit
to know the collection
day in your area

WHAT NOT TO DISPOSE OF

toys, trainer shoes, plastic shoes, mats, plastic
furnishings and artefacts, DVDs, CDs, music and
video cassettes, photographs and photographic
film, pens, umbrellas, disposable razors, jerry cans,
buckets, toothbrushes.

WARNING:

Tetra Pak containers for liquid products are not to be
placed in the yellow sacks but in the blue sacks together
with paper waste.

REMEMBER:

to empty, rinse and/or clean the containers before
flattening them
12

...anD wHat
aBout
everytHinG
eLse?
There's a place for any type of waste,
even granny's old cupboard
or the grass cuttings.
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To dispose of hazardous household waste, you
can use the Ecocar. This vehicle goes around
the main city markets and stops off at
other densely frequented spots according
to a pre-established timetable. Users
can take their waste to the Ecocar,
choosing the most convenient time
whenever the vehicle is in their area.

ECOCAR

WHAT TO DROP OFF

expired or unused medicines,
mineral and vegetable oils,
batteries, car batteries, neon
tubes, fluorescent light bulbs,
monitors, small television sets,
mobile phones, electric blenders,
hair-driers and other small
domestic appliances, containers
used for products marked hazardous* such as
paint, insulating materials, ammonia, insecticides,
disinfectants, toners.

WHERE TO FIND THE ECOCAR

On the site www.differenziatabrescia.it,
in the Area Services section, you can consult
the places and dates when the Ecocar
is closest to your home.

* Containers of hazardous

household waste
These are the containers of
toxic or inflammable household
products such as: paint, ink,
pesticides, insulating materials,
detergents, car maintenance
products, do-it-yourself and
gardening products.

On containers of hazardous waste you will see these symbols:
TOXIC
fly killers, acids, thermometers,
bactericides, enamel paints, freezing
products, rat poison, weed killers,
insecticides, caustic soda, disinfectants.

IRRITANT
bleach, ammonia, trichloroethylene,
nitro-synthetic enamel paints, turpentine,
car detergents, stain removers, glue, car
body paints, mastic, thinners, adhesives.

INFLAMMABLE
aerosol sprays, stain removers, solvents,
zinc-based anti-rust, glue, enamel paints,
nitro-synthetic enamel paints, anti-mist
agents, thinners, gloss paint for furniture,
ethyl alcohol for liquors, car polish.

CORROSIVE
batteries, acids, chemical drain cleaners.

To dispose of voluminous waste, such as furniture
and domestic appliances, a collection service is
available free of charge subject to prior
booking.
You can book by calling the Toll-free
number 800 437678, from Monday
to Friday from 8 to 20 h and on Saturday
from 8 to 15 h. On the agreed day and
time of collection, the items to be disposed
of must be placed on view on the
curbside or pavement, in a
place that is accessible to
the collection vehicle. No
more than 4 items may be
collected at one time.
It is not possible to clear out
cellars, attics or other rooms.

BATTERIES AND
MEDICINES

VOLUMINOUS
WASTE

Used batteries may be dropped off in
the special containers distributed
throughout town on the premises of retailers,
schools and public departments.
Alternatively, they may be taken to the Ecocar
or to the waste separation
and recycling platform.
Expired medicines may be dropped off in
the special containers located at chemist
shops throughout town. Alternatively, they
may be taken to the Ecocar or to the waste
separation and recycling area.
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USED
CLOTHING

If clean and still in good condition, all types of
clothing may be dropped off in the yellow curbside
containers distributed around town. These
containers are managed by non-profit
organizations which, with the aid of
voluntary workers and cooperative
societies, arrange to empty them and
reuse their contents.

To dispose of plant waste deriving
from hedge pruning and lawn mowing
operations, there are special green
containers distributed throughout
the municipal district.
These so-called Green Service
containers, are in recycled plastic
and are 120 cm high to facilitate
the disposal of vegetation,
which must be dropped straight
into the containers, without
using plastic sacks.
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GREEN
SERVICE

WASTE SEPARATION
AND RECYCLING
PLATFORMS
are specially equipped, manned
areas where the following
types of waste may be
dropped off:

• v
 oluminous waste : furniture
(wardrobes, tables, armchairs, sofas,
bed frames, chairs), items of various
types (mattresses, cookers, boilers,
house plants), voluminous waste not
produced within the home (bicycles,
dinghies, other types of scrap metal),
voluminous waste produced by minor
renovation jobs (doors, windows,
roller blinds, fitted carpet, washbasins)
• d
 iscarded durable goods:
refrigerators, freezers, deep
freezers, television sets, computers,
washing machines, dishwashers, air
* dangerous, toxic, inflammable
or corrosive

conditioning units
• building waste (rubble, sanitary fixtures)
• used batteries
• plant waste and cut vegetation
• l ow energy fluorescent light bulbs
(to be disposed of intact)
• car batteries
• cooking fats and oil
• used toner cartridges
• tyres
• used mineral oils
• sheets of glass
• i ron (pieces of disassembled furniture,
small objects)
• w
 ood (planks, furniture parts, wooden
crates)

• p
 roducts and containers labelled
with the hazard symbols *
• paints and varnishes

At present there are five waste separation and recycling
platforms in Brescia. There are plans to open
two new platforms comprising two Reuse Centres.

REUSE
CENTRES
(in the pipeline)

In these new areas, it will be possible to
drop off, deposit and withdraw used
goods, which may be reused without any
need for repair, helping in this way to
reduce urban waste.
The goods collected in this way may be
donated to non-profit organizations or
destined to be sorted and disposed of
at the municipal waste separation and
recycling platforms.

In particular, the
Reuse Centres
will handle these
goods:
•
•
•
•
•

wood furniture
toys
clothing and footwear
dishes and flatware
electrical appliances and tools
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VIA COLLEBEATO
near the Parco
Polivalente
(in the pipeline)

VIA METASTASIO
(Fiumicello district)

REUSE CENTRE
(in the pipeline)

VIA TRIUMPLINA
near the Stadium
(in the pipeline)

REUSE CENTRE
(in the pipeline)

Via M

ilano

BRESCIA

A4

(operational
headquarters A2A
Ambiente)

Tan
g

enz
iale

O ve

st

VIA CODIGNOLE
31/e and 31/f

Non-domestic users may only drop off their waste at the waste separation
and recycling platforms in via Codignole and via Chiappa. To be admitted to these
platforms they must be in possession of the necessary permits for
transporting waste, together with a regular transport document (form).
The type of waste they are allowed to dispose of is indicated in the Municipal Regulations.
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municiPaL waste
seParation anD
recycLinG PLatforms:

WHere are tHey?
VIA GATTI

(San Polo Nuovo)

6
23

SP
VIA CHIAPPA
(Buffalora)

Viale
S

.Eufem

VIA GIOTTO

(San Polo Nuovo)

A4

ia

PLATFORM OPENING HOURS

from Monday to Saturday
9.00 am - 1.00 pm and 3.00 pm - 7.00 pm,
Sunday 9.00 am - 1.00 pm
only Via Chiappa:
from Monday to Friday non-stop
8.00 am - 6.00 am, Saturday 8.00 am - 1.00 pm
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...a moka coffee pot
can be made from 37 cans

wHat can our waste B
...a new glass bottle
can be made from
7 glass jars

...soil for growing plants and flowers
can be obtained from kitchen waste
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...a watering can may be made
out of 5 plastic bottles

Be turneD into?

Thanks to the new
Waste Sorting scheme
we can bring our waste
back to life. Correctly
sorted materials may be
recovered and recycled,
to become new objects.
You may not know that...

REMEMBER:

before throwing anything away
(for example, books, clothing or
phones) consider that it may
be useful to someone else.
21

WHere to
Put it?
All types of raw or cooked food waste

Brown bin

Bones (in small quantities)

Brown bin

Chipboard (small quantities)

Brown bin

Clean sawdust

Brown bin

coffee grounds

Brown bin

Cork stoppers

Brown bin

Deteriorated food

Brown bin

Dirty pizza cartons

Brown bin

Dried flowers and leaves (small quantities)

Brown bin

Fruit and vegetables

Brown bin

Grains

Brown bin

Greasy absorbent kitchen paper

Brown bin

Greasy paper napkins

Brown bin

Hemp bags

Brown bin

Incense

Brown bin

Tea bags

Brown bin

Toothpicks

Brown bin

Untreated hair

Brown bin

Used matches

Brown bin

Used paper tissues

Brown bin

wooden ice-cream sticks

Brown bin

Aerosol cans with eco-friendly propellents

Green bin

Aluminium cans for beverages

Green bin
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Broken glass

Green bin

Cooking oil tins

Green bin

Glass beakers

Green bin

Glass bottles

Green bin

Glass carafes

Green bin

Glass containers for liquid personal hygiene products

Green bin

Glass jars for yoghurt/desserts

Green bin

Glass jars or metal tins for food storage

Green bin

Jars and other glass containers

Green bin

Keys

Green bin

Kitchen tinfoil

Green bin

Metal clothes hangers

Green bin

Metal lids of glass jars

Green bin

Metal stoppers

Green bin

Metal supports

Green bin

Opal glass (perfume bottles)

Green bin

Phials (not used to contain medicines)

Green bin

Tinfoil food trays

Green bin

Tinfoil lids of yoghurt cartons

Green bin

Tinplate food containers

Green bin

Books (without plastic cover)

Blue bin

Brochures (not plastic-coated)

Blue bin

Calendars (remove the non-paper parts)

Blue bin

Cardboard boxes

Blue bin

Cardboard boxes for fruit

Blue bin

Cardboard boxes for salt/sugar

Blue bin

Cigarette packets (without tissue paper)

Blue bin

Clean bread bags

Blue bin

Clean paper napkins

Blue bin

Clean pizza cartons

Blue bin

Clean wet paper

Blue bin

Exercise books (not plastic coated)

Blue bin

Flyers (not plastic coated)

Blue bin

Magazines (not plastic coated)

Blue bin

Newspapers

Blue bin

Packaging paper

Blue bin

Paper and cardboard packaging

Blue bin
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Paper and/or cardboard agendas

Blue bin

Paper bags

Blue bin

Print-outs

Blue bin

Tetra Pak containers

Blue bin

Undulated cardboard

Blue bin

Bubble wrap

Yellow bag

Disposable plastic beakers

Yellow bag

Disposable plastic plates

Yellow bag

Film in cellophane wrapping

Yellow bag

Freezer bags

Yellow bag

Fruit and vegetable netting

Yellow bag

Ice-cream tubs

Yellow bag

Ice-cream tubs (if rinsed)

Yellow bag

Plastic bottles for beverages

Yellow bag

Plastic bottles for cooking oil

Yellow bag

Plastic clothes hangers

Yellow bag

Plastic containers for liquid household detergents
(not marked “hazardous”)

Yellow bag

Plastic crates for fruit and vegetables

Yellow bag

Plastic egg boxes

Yellow bag

Plastic flower pots provided with the product

Yellow bag

Plastic lids

Yellow bag

Plastic packets for coffee

Yellow bag

Plastic packs for pasta or snacks

Yellow bag

Plastic plates

Yellow bag

Plastic Shopping bags

Yellow bag

Plastic stoppers

Yellow bag

Plastic support

Yellow bag

Polystyrene food containers

Yellow bag

Toothpaste tubes

Yellow bag

Abrasive tape

Grey bin

Adhesive labels

Grey bin

Adhesive tape

Grey bin

Adults' sanitary pads

Grey bin

Artificial flowers

Grey bin

Audio cassettes and their cases

Grey bin

Babies' nappies

Grey bin

Backpacks

Grey bin

Baking paper

Grey bin
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Basins and other hard plastic objects (small-sized)

Grey bin

Buttons

Grey bin

Carbon paper

Grey bin

CDs and their cases

Grey bin

Ceramic plates

Grey bin

Ceramic ware

Grey bin

Chewing gum

Grey bin

Cigarette ash (filter-less)

Grey bin

Cigarette lighters

Grey bin

Cigarette or cigar butts

Grey bin

Combs and brushes

Grey bin

Condoms

Grey bin

Cosmetic samples

Grey bin

Cosmetics

Grey bin

Cotton buds

Grey bin

Cotton wool

Grey bin

Dirty sawdust containing detergents or other
substances

Grey bin

Document folders

Grey bin

DVDs and their cases

Grey bin

Dyed hair

Grey bin

Elastic bands

Grey bin

Extinguished fireplace ash

Grey bin

Eyewear

Grey bin

Fabrics and trimmings

Grey bin

Felt tabs

Grey bin

Foam rubber

Grey bin

Glossy drawing paper

Grey bin

Greaseproof paper for food

Grey bin

Leather

Grey bin

Medical X-rays

Grey bin

Medicine blister packs

Grey bin

Metal and wood clothes hangers

Grey bin

Non electronic toys

Grey bin

Nylon hosiery

Grey bin

Oven dishes

Grey bin

Packaging made from different materials (e.g. cat food
packets, vacuum packs for coffee etc.)

Grey bin

Packaging tape

Grey bin
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Paper with traces of detergents or other substances

Grey bin

Pet litter

Grey bin

Photographs

Grey bin

Plastic buckets

Grey bin

Plastic cutlery

Grey bin

Rags

Grey bin

razor blades

Grey bin

Receipts

Grey bin

Rolls of film

Grey bin

Rubber

Grey bin

Rubber gloves

Grey bin

Rubber hoses

Grey bin

Rubber objects

Grey bin

Rubber stamps

Grey bin

Sandpaper

Grey bin

Sanitary towels

Grey bin

Soap

Grey bin

Soft toys and other padded objects

Grey bin

Sponges

Grey bin

Stationery (pencils, ball point pens, rulers etc.)

Grey bin

Sticking plasters

Grey bin

Toothbrushes

Grey bin

Used vacuum cleaner bags

Grey bin

Video cassettes and their cases

Grey bin

Wadding

Grey bin

Polystyrene (packaging)

Yellow sack/Ecological platform

Air-conditioners

Ecological platform

Aluminium doors and windows

Ecological platform

Aluminium window frames

Ecological platform

Armchairs

Ecological platform

Baby walker

Ecological platform

Baby's high chair

Ecological platform

Beach umbrellas

Ecological platform

Bicycles

Ecological platform

Brooms

Ecological platform

Car wheel rims

Ecological platform

Cushions

Ecological platform
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Deckchairs

Ecological platform

Demijohns (without straw)

Ecological platform

Digital bathroom scales

Ecological platform

Dishwashers

Ecological platform

Doormats

Ecological platform

Electric ovens

Ecological platform

Grater

Ecological platform

Iron structures

Ecological platform

Ironing boards

Ecological platform

Lighting fixtures

Ecological platform

Mechanical bathroom scales

Ecological platform

Metal

Ecological platform

Mobile phones

Ecological platform

Mosquito nets

Ecological platform

Motorbike helmets

Ecological platform

Nuts and screws

Ecological platform

Pallets

Ecological platform

Pneumatic tyres

Ecological platform

Refrigerators

Ecological platform

Roller shutters

Ecological platform

Saucepans

Ecological platform

Sheets of glass

Ecological platform

Sheets of glass (large-sized)

Ecological platform

Skis and ski boots

Ecological platform

Small amounts of rubble deriving from home
improvements

Ecological platform

Steel flatware

Ecological platform

Suitcases

Ecological platform

Taps

Ecological platform

Television sets

Ecological platform

Terracotta plant pots

Ecological platform

Tiles (small quantities)

Ecological platform

Umbrella

Ecological platform

Vacuum cleaners

Ecological platform

Varnished wood

Ecological platform

Voluminous paper files

Ecological platform

Wire glass

Ecological platform

Wood crates for fruit

Ecological platform
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Wood doors and windows

Ecological platform

Wooden chopping boards

Ecological platform

Wooden window frames

Ecological platform

Acetone

Ecocar/Ecological platform

Aerosol sprays with inflammable gas

Ecocar/Ecological platform

Anti-rust products

Ecocar/Ecological platform

Batteries

Ecocar/Ecological platform

Calculators

Ecocar/Ecological platform

Car batteries

Ecocar/Ecological platform

CD player

Ecocar/Ecological platform

Chemical adhesives

Ecocar/Ecological platform

Computer keyboards

Ecocar/Ecological platform

Computers

Ecocar/Ecological platform

Correction fluid

Ecocar/Ecological platform

Digital scales

Ecocar/Ecological platform

DVD player

Ecocar/Ecological platform

Electric irons

Ecocar/Ecological platform

Germicides

Ecocar/Ecological platform

Glues

Ecocar/Ecological platform

Hair dryers

Ecocar/Ecological platform

Insecticides

Ecocar/Ecological platform

Insulating materials

Ecocar/Ecological platform

Light bulbs

Ecocar/Ecological platform

Mastic

Ecocar/Ecological platform

Monitors

Ecocar/Ecological platform

Paints

Ecocar/Ecological platform

Pesticides

Ecocar/Ecological platform

Phones

Ecocar/Ecological platform

Printers

Ecocar/Ecological platform

Radios

Ecocar/Ecological platform

Rat poison

Ecocar/Ecological platform

Shoe dyes

Ecocar/Ecological platform

Syringe (with needle)

Ecocar/Ecological platform

Solvents

Ecocar/Ecological platform

Stain removers

Ecocar/Ecological platform

Stereos

Ecocar/Ecological platform

Thermometers

Ecocar/Ecological platform

Thinners

Ecocar/Ecological platform
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Toner

Ecocar/Ecological platform

Trichloroethylene

Ecocar/Ecological platform

Turpentine

Ecocar/Ecological platform

Used mineral oils

Ecocar/Ecological platform

Used vegetable oils (cooking oil)

Ecocar/Ecological platform

Varnish/enamel paint

Ecocar/Ecological platform

Video recorder

Ecocar/Ecological platform

Wax polish for wood

Ecocar/Ecological platform

Weedkillers

Ecocar/Ecological platform

Woodworm killers

Ecocar/Ecological platform

Bed frames

Voluminous waste collection/Ecological platform

Chests

Voluminous waste collection/Ecological platform

Couches

Voluminous waste collection/Ecological platform

Iron shutters

Voluminous waste collection/Ecological platform

Mattresses

Voluminous waste collection/Ecological platform

Metal cabinets

Voluminous waste collection/Ecological platform

Metal doors

Voluminous waste collection/Ecological platform

Metal shelving

Voluminous waste collection/Ecological platform

Mirrors

Voluminous waste collection/Ecological platform

Plastic chairs

Voluminous waste collection/Ecological platform

Wood furniture

Voluminous waste collection/Ecological platform

Wooden chairs

Voluminous waste collection/Ecological platform

Wooden doors

Voluminous waste collection/Ecological platform

Wooden slats

Voluminous waste collection/Ecological platform

Bags

Humanitarian association yellow bins

Belts

Humanitarian association yellow bins

Blankets

Humanitarian association yellow bins

Clothing

Humanitarian association yellow bins

Hats

Humanitarian association yellow bins

Scarves

Humanitarian association yellow bins

Shoes

Humanitarian association yellow bins

Ties

Humanitarian association yellow bins

Grass cuttings

Green Service/Ecological platform

Pruned branches in small quantities

Green Service/Ecological platform

Wood from pruned hedges and trees

Green Service/Ecological platform

Expired medicines (only blister packs or bottles)
Expired medicines (only blister packs or bottles)

Containers to be dropped off at chemist stores/
Ecocar/Ecological Platform
Containers to be dropped off at chemist stores/
Ecocar/Ecological Platform
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The Puliamo app enables users to check out the urban
sanitation and waste management services available in their
immediate area and for any other city address of interest to
them (more than one address may be memorized).
The app supplies the following information:
• waste collection days
• location of the waste separation and recycling platforms
• street cleaning days
• t he possibility to identify the correct waste container using
the search engine WHERE TO PUT IT
• t he possibility to report anomalies (fly-tipping, overflowing
rubbish bins, discarded syringes) with attached photograph
showing geolocation details
• the possibility to request collection of voluminous waste
• schedule and whereabouts of the Ecocar

PULIamo
THE COMPLIMENTARY
APP FOR THE URBAN
WASTE MANAGEMENT
SCHEME
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www.differenziatabrescia.it

SITE

On the site www.differenziatabrescia.it
information regarding the New Waste Sorting
system will be constantly updated. Check it to find
out when the new service will reach your area.
Use the WHERE TO PUT IT service to learn how to
correctly sort all types of waste.
Also available:
• waste collection times
• l ocation of the nearest waste containers
and containers for dropping off special waste
(medicines, batteries, green service garden waste)
• f ull information on the waste separation and
recycling platforms
• schedule and whereabouts of the Ecocar

Reports and requests
Help us keep the city clean
by using the special form
to report illegal waste
dumping, overflowing
rubbish bins and discarded
syringes.
If you need further
information, you may fill
in a detailed request form
online.
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This manual contains
useful indications for
correctly handling
and disposing of
waste

when in doubt or in need of further information:
Toll-free number 800 437678
keep updated by consulting the site
www.differenziatabrescia.it

download the PULlamo app
for Smartphones and tablets

follow us on Facebook and Twitter

Aprica SpA
Registered address
Via Lamarmora 230
25124 Brescia

Operational
headquarters
Via Codignole 31/g
25124 Brescia

